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THE president's declaration of hands off
In Servia La the height
of wisdom.

and
tonight
with
possible
Tuesday
local thunder showers.
FAIR
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ENGLAND, IN

IE

REST Of PEACE

STRIVES FOR CONFERENCE OF THE
POWERS TO ARBITRATE DIFFERENCES

Encounter Rumored
Reports from Hungary state that
Servian troops on. toward a steamer
T7h
the Danube near Temes-Kubihave fired on some Austrian troops.
The Austrian returned the fire and
an engagement, of some importance
ensued, it is considered probable
that this is another version ot yesterday's encounter,
M. Jovanovltch, Servian minister to
Austria-Hungarleft for Belgrade to

;.!.

day.

Washington Exercised
Washington, July 27. The gravity of

SIR EDWARD GRAY, BRITISH

Russia Hopeful of Peace
St. Petersburg, July 27. In spite of
Hit general unfavorable symtoms in
the situation between Austria-Hungarand Servia, and of the effect produced
by the arrest in Hungary of General
Rndomlr Putnik, chief of the Servian
nogeneral staff, a better feeling was
ticeable here today as the result of
yesterday's diplomatic conversations.
It is understood that the long interview between Serglus Sazonoff, the
Russian foreign minister, and the
Avstrian ambassador, especially was
responsible for this Improvement of,
y

FOREIGN SECRETARY, HAKES

IMPASSIONED PLEA 10 NATI ON

Austria Says That Servians Note is Allied
With The Spirit of Dishonesty

the European situation was reflected
in official dispatches from St., Peters
burg today saying the Russian minister
had said he considered war between
Russia, and Austria almost inevitable.
His statemeut wis made after the
Russian ministry had issued an official
declaration that Russia was generally
disturbed and could not remain Indifferent in the crisis $.hat had arisen between Servia and Austria-HungarThe order for the complete mobilization of the Russian army was con-- f

EVIDENCE ALL IN
IN

CAILLAUX

TRIAL
PRESIDENT OF FRANCE
FEEBLE MINDED
WITNESS
M. CAILLAUX
WHEN

ASKED

OFFERS
HOW

CALLED
BY

PAFER

HE GOT IT

HE IMPLIES THAT HE
STOLE IT

COUNCIL SUM

'

.

'

UP TOMORROW

SUFFERS TWO FAINT.
ING SPELLS DURING THE
'
NIGHT IN CELL

DEFENDANT

t'ao will, which disposed of $2,600,000.
f C'aillaux said;
"We may well be astonished at the
rngularly rapid incident of increase of
M. Calmette's fortune. In our midst It
ould take 50 yearB for such a fortune

to accumulate."
"We have heard a lot of testimony,"
f I. Caliaiux continued, "of the fine
character of M. Calmette, from Henri
Bernstein, the playwright in particular.
It does not come well from a man who
failed in his full duty toward his coun-try (referring to Bernstein's alleged
desertion from the army) to deliver
certificates of morality."
MaitreChenu: "Would M. Caillaux
tell na m what way all this excuses
the crime of his wife?"
"There are some questions which
ought not be asked?" M. Caillaux re
plied hotly, "but since I am asked I
shall answer. There is something, perhaps, worse than losing one's life:
That is to live by attacking women and
'
enriching one's self at their expense.-While reading the will of Calmette,
Ottillaux said:
"I wish to draw particular attention
to the clause saying 'A greater part of
the? fortune I leave comes from a personal gift made to me by Mme. Bour- s'.n, it being understood that I paid
her an income therefrom during her
life.'

HUERTA

PLEDGES

NOT BACKED BY
ARRANZA
TO

REFUSES
OF

RATIFY

PROMISES
IN LAND

GRANTS
FEDERAL SOLDIERS

!

EMPLOYED

WILL BE MADE TO REBUILD
RAILROADS
DESTROYED
WHEN

THE

DISARMED

CONSTITUTIONALISTS

FIGHT

BANDS STILL PILL
AND WREAK VEN- -

SCATTERED
AGE

GEANCE ON TOWNS
j ;
President Wilson said today, in answer to inquiry whether the United
Tampico, Mexico, July 27 (via LaStates would try to bring about peace
Paris, July 27. Testimony In the
redo, Tex.) General Carranza today
J
The fact that Vienna does not refuse in Europe, that he hud not considered tiial of Mme. Henrietta Caillaux for
indicated that he will stand by tha
to discuss the points at issue is inter- the subject but the .traditional policy the
decree he Issued early In the revolualleged murder of Gaston Calmette,
as a happy symptom, although of the United States was not to mix in
tion
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Las VeiaLcadino

Women's KerchiefB, good quality cam
bric, hemstitched, regular 6c each.
special

Storo

Women's Kerchiefs, fine lawn, In four
to
different patterns, regular
17 Vic ea., special

J2c

EstaUislied

SouthSidePkuja

1661

oooooopooooooooooooo
O

25 c aoz
90c doz

O
O
O
O
O
O

END OF MONTH SALE
-chilThis sale is the final clearing up of all summer goods ready tow ear,
dren's dresses, boys suits, shoes, etc. We are offering values that are combeen here yet? If not, better check the
pelling in the savings, Have you
COME,

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

and be here early in the morning.
ferns in this ad that you need,

Final Clearance of Corsets
Kroken lines of corsets, Including some of this season's
convenience we have grouped them in two loU.

best sellers.

Shoe sale
These are the shoes left from our
annual July shoe sale. If your size ia
here, this Is an exceptional value.
Regular $4 Satin Pumps,
Regular $4.50 Satin Colonials.
Regular $4 Pat Ankle Strap Pumps
Regular $4.50 Brown Suede Oxfords.
Regular $4 White Nu Buck Sandals.
Regular $3.50 Patent "Baby Dolls."

For

your

65c

LOT I

taira of corsets, that sold regularly for $1.00 to $2.00. Royal Worces
ter and Thomson's Glove Fitting. Not all sizes in each style hut your
SI

size in some style

,

LOT 2
Bon
Corsets In this lot, composed of Thomson's, Royal Worchester,
as high at $6.50
Ton, and Nemo. Some sold as low as $2.50, others
some
style. Special
Tour size in
40

1.25
20 lbs Sugar

12 U2c Dress Ginghams 6c

Wash
BOYS' SUITS
Waists
Wash Waists
ONE-HAL- F
PRICE
Wash Waists

$5.50 Suits $2.75
$5.00 Suits $2.50

In

1 I
--

W

4L-k

$3.00

wt".

Suit.

i

63c
$1.25
88c
$1.75
$2.50 Wash Waists $1.25
$3.00 Wash Waists $1.50
$3.50 Wash Waists $1.75

Children's Dresses in the
following materials: Gingham, Linen, Galatea, Percale, and Llnene. All sizes In some style. If you
haven't planned your children's school dresses, better do so now, while you
can save one half.

Silk

Waists
$2.75
$4.00
$6.50
$8.50

to $ 3.00 Waists $1.85
to $ 5.00 Waists $2.85
to $ 7.50 Waists $4.00
to $12.00 Wals-- s $5.50

$1.25 Dresses 63c.
$1.50 Dresses 75c
$1.75 Dresses 88c

Dresses S4c
Wash Dresses $1.33
Wash Dresses $2.00
Wash Dresses $2,67
Wash Dresses $3.33
Wash Dresses $5.00

$2.00 Dresses $1.00

$1.f.5 Wash

$2.00
$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
$7.50

$4.50 Suits $2.25
$4.00 Suit $2.00
$1.5Q

$2.50 Suits $1.25

25c

Children's Dresses
Half Price

Wash
Dresses

16.50 Suits $325
'
$6.00 Suits $3.00

H

$1,00

7 Bar Ivory Soap

Just the thing lor school dresses, all colors.

Every Boy's Suit we have
in stock included in this
offer at JUST HALF
PRICE. All are exceptionally well made, seams taped to prevent ripping.
Some have two pairs of
pants. Better buy the
boy's school suit now.

Choke pr SI 50 )

$2.50 Dresses $1.25

'

$3.00 Dresses $1.50
$5.00 Dresses $2.50

i

$7.50 Dresses

.

$3.75
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AND
Feng
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Clung Yang Hsien, refused to hand BiNKS SUBSCRIBE FOR CASH
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tend the xamination of magistrates."
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GOVERNMENT, LEI
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One regrettable phase of the drastic
NIENT FOR TIME, ENFORCES
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execution
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ous. It is not only those
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to witness a film showing the
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not through the mail letters which
of living tissues and life of
sively support it and who will
growth
the
of
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Department
enemy superintendent
work for reforms, on which the hand seem to connect bis business
plants.
has
The social sensation, however, was
with rebel operations. The govern- feminine Section of the exposition,
or the law is set.
for cash scored
campaign
a
made
personal
watching
ment
by Baroness Sternberg d'Arcarefully
Shi-kauthorities,
drastic
that
found
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Yuan
state. mella with a
the
of
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among
Japanese matinee. The
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regulations are necessary for improv- the mails, detect these
moBt gratifying suc- ground floor of her mansion was conmet
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the
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She
down
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them
genuine,
lieving
ing the provincial administrations
consented verted into a Japanese village, every
they are addressed, I cess. Bank after bank has
Bureine the country of rebels, who are person
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until
depart feature of which waa faithfully reproto
cash
prizes
attion
Perhaps
give
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summary
fctill striving to turn the army against j and
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anese costume and on their arrival
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a a result
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:
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take
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wretched;
may
that "punishment by
banks for Young Lad Make Good Threat
A serious evil continues to exist in is located. Chaves county
the form of shooting" Instead of the
Mother When Left to Watch
cash
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eld time decapitation, and "penal ser- the secretservice branch of the gov- Instance, have
Child.
best
examples
the
for
each
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with the senatorial nomination have
dt cl ued to enter the race. At the TUBERCULAR MILK
present time the most likely candidate
of the progressives for the senatorship
MENACE TO HEALTH
pears to be Dean. Franklin of Ma
comb, who was the candidate of the
progressive party for lieutenant gov TUBERCULIN TEST MOST SATIS
ernor two years ago.
FACTORY IN LOCATING

can slaughter all reactors from now to
doom's day and yet have tubercular CHICHESTER
PILLS
BRAND. X
milk unless we also eliminate the tu
Of Skin Trouble
bercular laborer, from milk plants.
Fllta la K,4
T
vltk Blue
bo. KUed
I am sure dairymen would take more
V
r
W. Br K.IJ.
V.
biAiioND
huai ili,
kindly to our ordinances and abide by l
If
A Handsome Skin Book Free
IF
them more closely if they saw they m
5UL9 Bi DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
were not the only ones regulated, and
That Will Guide
that there was an actual attempt to get
DISEASE
Animals as mascots are
the
You.
SURGEONS MEET IN LONDON
pure milk to the consuming public. H thina In the bib show this quite
season. The
thousand
London, July 27. One
K. Dvorachek, Animal
Husbandry de ciucago Cubs have a bear cub. the De
That the tubercular cow Is a menace
leading surgeons of the United States
Colorado Agricultural Col troit
partmnet,
FOR FIRST TIME STATE WILL
to
the public health and that the tuber
Tigers carry a black cat and the
and Canada, together with many emilege.
ELECT LEGISLATOR BY
Phillies
Is
culin
most
pin their faith to a red fox as
test
the
reliable
for
test
nent representatives of the profession
BALLOT
a jinx chaser.
in Great Britain and the continent, finding such cows in the herd, are
There is more Catarrh In this sec
filled Albert hall today at the open- things which must he granted. Tet tioa
of the country than all other dis
Quick Cure for Diarrhoea
Springfield, 111., July 27. Illinois'
ing of the fifth annual meeting of the the question remains, how shall we ap- eases
put together, and until the last
The most prompt and effectual
and
test
eliminate the disenned
Clinical Congress of Surgeons of ply this
great contest over the election of a
few years was supposed to be Incur cure
for diarrhoea is Chamberlain's
t Inn nf . u tuii.
el imlna
- tha. Pf.W.' find will ttlA
Amarlno
..........
Vnlted States senator has now taken
Tl
I .1.(1.
A
iv.
wilu ......
UlCQllUg IB IUV
able. For a great many years doctors Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
'cular
cows mean milk free from tuber- Remedy.
. definite shape.
For the first time In
first that the congress has held In I
prononunced it a local disease and pre- - When given as soon as the first un
the history of this state the people Bo many npnnln fnu In
The feature of the opening cular infection?
Europe.
sctlbed local remedies, and by con natural looseness of
the bowels ap
will nominate and elect a senator by bora skin aUllctious that sume rule laid session was the presidential address
Dairymen hate to be regulated, as
aown in connection with the use of S. B. 8.
stantly
falling to cure with local treat pears one dose Is nearly
look
it as an imposition
of Dr. John B. Murphy of Chicago. they
direct vote, under the new amendment for the blood will be of
upon
always suf
ment, pronounced It incurable.. Sci ncient to effect a cure.
great value. These
Dr. Murphy spoke on "Arthrodesis which will be accompanied by a possito the federal constitution. The cam- are outlined In a band book, finely
It should be
ence
has
proven Catarrh to be a con kept at hand for Instant use. For
of the
variations in skin and Bone
paign for the nominations has now troubles. It tellsmany
Transplantion, Its Limita- ble financial loss. Yet if they consider- stitutional disease, and therefore
how to overcome them.
sale by all dealers. Adv.
tions
ed
the
serious
to
nave
and
been
from
the nebulous stage and
their families
danger
emerged
Technique"
fighting some blood
During the
" you
constitutional treatment Hall's
e'
'
sessions of the congress, which will and the greater possible loss from the
there is every- indication that the fight
!1.,T.8C.Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
' at
uiniaua, ur HUH JOU Will,
Bobby Wallace did not take the east
Will he the most interesting one Mi- any drug store tor a bottle of 8. 8. 8. continue through the week, the clinics spread of the disease to the balance of
Cheney and Co., Toledo, O., Is the only ern
are
wen
me
on,
"
road to health. by eminent British surgeons will be their herd, I am sure
trip with the Browns. The veteran
nois has seen, perhaps, in a genera- The juu
will
would
they
action of this remarkable remedy is
ct nstitutlonal cure on the market It
shortstop is out of the game with an
lust as direct. Just as positive, Just as cer- observed by the visitors from the ingly apply the test and sell the re is
tion.
taken Internally. It acts directly
in its Influence as that the sun rises Unfled
Injured hand and is not expected to
On the republican side, where Sena- tain
States Canada and the Euro- actors,
in the East. It Is one of those rare medon the blood and mucous surfaces of
do any playing for seevral weeks.
tor lawrence Y. Sherman has little ical forces which act in the blood with the pean countries. Sir William Arbuth-no- t Health officer are prone to lay all the
system. They offer one hundred
same degree of certainty that is found in
Lane of London, Sir Berkley, blame for tubercul ir milk at Bossie's dollars
active opposition for the nomination, all natural
tendencies.
The manner in
for any case It falls to cure.
Woman's Duty to Herself
the situation is quite clearly defined. which It dominates and controls the mys- George Andrew Moynihan of Leeds, door, we have legislated In the past Send for circulars
and testimonials.
terious transference of rich. red. pure ar- and.
Every woman owes It to herself to
::
ifl
:i
Edlnhu-?rwill legislate in the future to do
Senator Sherman has as chief oppon- terial blood fur the diseased venous biood
Harry J. Stilles of
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., Tokeep In good health. No one can reawill be among the famous British sur away with the tubercular cow, which
ent William E. Mason, former senator. is marvelous.
ledo, O.
There is scarcely a community anywhere
sonably be expected to maintain a
is well and good, but do we ever
who will hold specia' c inios.
The names of other candidates will
stop
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
wui ua us nving example of the geons
cheerful disposition when half lcki
to think that the cow is but one of the
finno.ir nn fhA nrimnrv hnllnt Knf than Wonderful rcirfltlvi, pFfaeta f a a a
Take Hall's Family pills for constiof this famous remeilv tmln. m1
Indigestion and constipation are two
srurces of infection. City ordinances
CITROLAX
are noi. expeceu to ngure very If bottle
your case Is stubborn or pwullar, write
pation. Adv..
of the most common Ills to which
i
are
xne
and
me
made
enforce,! ronnirir, i,e
swift spcoiac Co.,
results. Tnere was B35 Swift iwpt.,
CITROLAX
prominently in
Bids., Atlanta, C,a.
women 'are subject and fortunately
some talk of William Lorimer enter- tuberculin
test
all
Do not permit nnvone to talk
cows
of
GIVE IT TO THE CHILDKZTN
supplying
LEAVES WIFE TO STARVE
you Into ft
are easily cured. Mrs. H. C. Getty,
.
o
yi
ids tne contest, but the mesa rennitm?
Finest physic in 'the world for chil milk to the city, yet they will permit
Parkersburg. W. Va., July 27. Sam Indiana, Pa.,
the
from the recent failure of his Chicago
writes, "Last summer I
of
tubercular
employment
laborers uel Cunningham, a farmer of
dren. They love to take it it tastes
Believille, was advised by a friend to
regarded as favorable to Sullivan, since like lemonade.
In
and
try
in
handling
milk
distributing
Is
It
mild and suits
is in the county jail here awaiting a
Tablets for indigestion and
the cities. The question is not which
eliminated T.orlmpr x
tcMnr in. Tin.: u 8et in operation the old law of pou their sensitive organs. It Is
on
thorough
hearing
charges made by J. E. May- constipation. This medicine not
tics that the larser the field 1116 weaker
nds politics for all time to come.
only
and keeps their systems cleansed, is the greater menace to pure milk, hew, state humane furent
,,:e
the
cured me of these disorders but toned
which
is
of
IPsltion,
the
strength
Until quite recently the announced
tubercular cow with an ordinary
sweet and wholesome. It does the
Cunningham, reputed to be wealthy. up my whole
system so that mv
candidates for the democratic nomina disributed.
same for grown-ups- ,
too.
An Ideal localized case in some other organ, was arrested late yesterday on a war
health has been better than for years
The
tloii for. Senator Sherman's seat were
situation was given an entirely laxative. O. G. Schaefer and Red like the udder, or tne tubercular men rant
charging first degree murder. since
in the bottling room
so numerous that it was difficult to i different turn, however, when Gover- - Cross
taking them." For sale by all
pushing bottle Mayhey charges Cunningham starved
Drug Store. Adv.
dealers. Adv.
caps into the necks of bottles filled his wife to death.
keep tabs on the list. But within the nor Dunne, Senator Lew's and Mayer
It is alleged In the
with pure milk? They both are a se- warrant
past two weeks the elimination pro- Harrison got together and picked Law
BLUE RIBBONERS IN DETROIT
that Cunningham not onlv fail
cess has narrowed the field so that It rence B. Stringer as their choice for
Bill Bernhard, former star twlrler of
Detroit, Mich., July 27. The blue rious menace and should be eliminat- - ed to provide his wife with food for 12
ed. Will we ever aconmnlish mnh
Is now possible to form a definite line the senatorial nomination against Mr. ribbon
the
Phillies and later with Cleveland,
of
Detroit
Drivin
the
meeting
days prior to her death last Friday but
on the' race.
Sullivan.
is now doing great work on the mound
The annoucement of the se club opened today under conditions ward improving our milk supply unless mat he
a
coffin
purchased
three weeks
Months ago a hard fight was fore- lection of Mr. Stringer was immediate that promise one of the best race we consider both? Our endeavor will
ago and began digging a grave two for the Salt Lake City team of the
shadowed when Roger C. Sullivan, for ly followed by the withdrawal of more meetings held here in years. The be fruitless If we disregard either. We weeks later.
Union association.
candi meeting marks the second link in the
many years the Illinois member of the than halt of the
national democratic, committee and dates who had been In the field. The series of Grand circuit meetings for
Dangers of Cholera Morbus
In almost every neighborhood some
long one of the most Influential fac- only candidates for the democratic no the season. As In previous years the
Slender Silhouette in Tailored Gowns
one has died from an attack of choltors in democratic politics In this mination besides Mr. Sullivan and Mr. two feature events of the week will
era morbus before medicine could be
etate, announced that he would try Stringer, who insist that they will re be the Merchants and Manufacturers
for the senatorship. Additional Inter- main In the fight to the finish, are 2 : 14 trot, stake f 10,000, and the cham
procured or a physician summoned.
est was given the announcement by Secretary of State Harry Woods and ber of commerce 2:13 pace for $5,000
Every family should be prepared for
the fact that Mr. Sullivan Is the Iead- - Lioutenant Governor Barratt O'Hara, These two races are looked forward
such an emergency. Mrs. F M. Snyr of that faction of Illinois democrats both of Chicago.
to with great Interest by followers of
der, Herkimer, N. Y., Bays, "About
which is opposed to both the national
four years ago my husband had an
patronage forms the chief Issue on the turf as it is conceded that the
and state administrations of the party. the democratic side of the contest. horse capable of winning either is
attack of cholera morbus. I cava Mm
Mr. Sullivan has been on the outs with When the democrats came into power the one that will show to the best ad
Chamberlain's
Colic.
Cholera and
the national administration ever since in Illinois last year, for the first time vantage In the future stakes to be
Diarrhoea Remedy and It relieved the
he had a run-i- n with William J. Bryan in 20 years, two decades of abstention raced in the Grand circuit .
pain immediately, and two or three
before the Baltimore convention. He frcm jobs had resulted In a large ac
doses of it effected a cure." For sale
is also on the opposite side of the cumulation Of 1nh Beckers
The men
If Kidneys ana Bladder Bother
by all dealers. Adv.
fence to Governor Dunne, Senator who failed to land Jobs, and naturally
Then Foley Kidney Pills
Lewis and Mayor Harrison of Chicago. they were in the large majority, be
Overworked kidneys will break
In the early stages of the campaign came disgruntled with the administra down If not helped. When
they can
it wa3 a case of Sullivan against the tion. The bis Question now is whether no longer protect the blood and the
field. There were nine announced can- they will carry their dissatisfaction so body from the
poisons that come to
didates for the senatorial nomination far as to oppose the choice of the ad- them, then look out for Bright's dis
and eight of them were classed in the ministration leaders for the senator- - ease, serious kidney trouble and blad
faction. The presence of ship to Sullivan, the opposition candi der annoyances. Foley Kidney Pills
uch a large number of candidates was date.
are your best protection, your best
In addition to the question of patron medicine for weak, sore, overworked
age, woman suffrage and the wet and kidney and bladder weaknesses. Adv.
CORAS,,
dry question figure as Issues in the
'
t'tmocratic campaign. In all the wet
NEVER SWORE!
communities there is a strong senti27. George
Mo.,
Tipton,
July
ment against woman suffrage, and Schreck, who came here from Beiren,
Governor Dunne is meeting with an- Germany, 56 years ago, died here todal.
tagonism for signing the bill which He was 91 years old. It Is said he nev
gave women the right to vote. These er uttered an oath, never used intoxi
and other features which have develop cating liquors of any kind and never
ed seem to have had a disquieting ef owed a penny he did not pay. He was
fect upon the Dunne-Lewi- s
never outsld of Maniteau and Morgan
forces.
Among the progressives there ap counties during his residence here.
pears to be coparatively little activ-Metal workers in Servla work over
ity. The most of those whose names
have been mentioned In connection .13 hours a day.
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tailored gowns there Is little
from the slender silhouette
Skirts, with all their draDerv. cline
rather closely to the figure.
Coats are short in the front and
lengthen more or less toward the
back. Many of them reach' only a
little below the waist line. Most of
them open at the front and are fin-lsned with revers.. The rolline. or
standing collar, worn with the coat, Is
maae or nne net or lace and wired to
'
stay in place.
An original design is portrayed here
which differs in a few particulars
from the majority of suits. It Is very
practical and quite graceful.
There is in this model a peg-toskirt, narrow about the feet, with a
short tunic Bkirt over it The jacket
buttons up the front but may be
opened to the bust line, with oddly
shaped pointed revers finishing it at
the sides. The sleeves are smaller
and longer than in the most popular
of the tailor-mad- e
suits. There Is a
wide frill of lace hanging over the
hand and standing about the neck.
Small pockets are simulated at each
side on the body of the coat.
Besides being unusual and attract
ive this model possesses much distinc

TIm preaidsat

.

Interest PaJd On Deposits

tion. Its thoroughly practical points
mane memseives evident.
Combinations of two materials are
featured in tailored gowne for spring.
A plain cloth skirt with a
plaid jacket,
or a cross-barreekirt with a plain
coat, or a figured material trimmed
with checks, are bright and pleasing.
Perhaps the best-likecombination of
all is that of black moire silk In bands
and flounces on cloth of a contrasting
d

d

color.

The draped collar must not go
It lies In loose folds across
the back and Is cut
with
pointed ends forming a "V" at the
neck. It Is among the most striking
and becoming of the touches that
mark the tailored gowns of this seasailor-faehio-

n

son.

The extremely short jacket and coal
fronts lengthen the appearance of the
figure at the front By observing the
different models a selection is possible
that will either lengthen or shorten
the apparent height of the wearer.
Altogether, we have not bad more
attractive suits than these. But coats
have been more shapely and rather
more difficult to make than the loose
hanging variety which is now the
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
vogue.

It will be
Taken Care of
with

Neatness and

H
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government Instead of the dual form
that now fxlats, has called forth an
ultimatum from Austria that the Servians lie down and he good doggies.
ESTABLISHED 1879
There Is not much hope of peace.
Servia la scarcely likely to accede to
all of Austria's demands, and both
Published by
are mobilizing their armies;
CO.
countries
PUBLISHING
OPTIC
THE
and Russia, the natural ally of Servia,
(Incorporated)
and Germany,' with its plenipotency
.Editor. over Austria, have both called on their
M. M. PADGETT.
war dogS 'to be ready for the .trail. It
seems more than possible that over
balf of? Europe will soon be embroiled
in a war that will do much toward the
East extermination and very little for the
at
poatofflce
the
at
nttfd
trans-lulo- s
advancement of mankind.
New Mexico for
BUtes
United
the
through
Mils aa second claaa matter.
.The thought, of t'ossacks In the
streets of St. Petersburg cutting down
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
misguided rioters In their folly does
r.ot set quite right with our western
Dally, by Carrier
.00
t
ideas of justioe. If the law Is to have
"
rer Copy
IK
any worth it must be supported, but
One Week
.18
there is abetter way of gaining respect
Dn Month "
7.60
.
fe r the. law, and that is to enact good
.
Tear
mi
Mall
statutes.
Only a few years ago Just
by
Dally,
another
such
advance)
uprising occured in RusJ
(In
Tear
One
nation-widin etxent, and the czar
advance)
sia,
Six Month (in
to give his people
found
it
arrears)
expedient
Tear
(to .
One
10
.MUM)
a constitution and a duma.
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With a railroad strike Imminent in
this country, the revolution far from
1.00 over in Mexico, and a war hatching
glx Month!
In Europe, it Is gratifying to note the
completion of an undertaking that
Mall
(Cash In Advance for
means so much to world trade as the
Subscriptions.)
or money Panama canal. The United States at
Remit by check, draft
we will not least seems able to promulgate the
trder. If aent otherwise
cry, "Liet peace prevail.
e responsible for loes.
on
application.
Bpedmen eoplea free
Eases Torment or Asthma and Hay
Fever
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
and misery of
For
dlscomrort
the
TIME
OF
EXPIRATION
asthma and hay fever use Foley's
PAID FOR
It puts a
Honey and Tar Compound.
the healing, soothing floating over the
are
guaranteed
Advertiser
circulation swollen, tickling membranes, and easjargest dally and weekly
New es the thick and choking sensation.
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pt any newspaper
Helps you to breathe easily and natMexico.
urally. In the yellow package. O.
G. SchaeCer and Red Cross Drug Store.
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FOR GOOD HOMERS
MEMBERS OF STATE ASSOCIATION
GIVEN GOLD MOUNTED
MEDALS

THE SIMPLE LIFE
MIDDLE AGED AND SPECTACLED,
ANTITHESIS
COMPLETE
OF OLD SELF

X

Santa Fe, July 27. Members of the
state good roads association, which has
been a branch of the Natonal Highways associations for the past year,
are being furnished with badges hear
ing the national association insignia.
These badges are handsomely finished
in gold and three colors of enamel and
are furnished free of charge. Those
members who renews their membership
tbi3 year are furnished an even handsomer badge.
An engraved certificate of member
ship Is also furnished each member.
Certificate and bade are In addition
to the bronze badge furnished by the
state association to all who attend the
arnual meeting which will be held here
this week.
As a result of the personal letter
campaign which the state association
has been carrying on for some time
past there has been a large increase in
membership and an excellent attend
ance is promised for the meeting which
opens here Thursday afternoon. Many
artoists have promised to send their
cars in the motorcade from Albuqupr-qu- e
and it is expected that the state
board will be able to secure some excellent pictures for Its good roads film
as a result. Two cameramen will be
on the Job during the meeting and will
accompany this motorcade from
so that, nothing of Interest or
importance will be left out of the films.
Other films will be taken during the
meeting, showing the parade through
the streets of Santa Fe, the delegates
in session, the governor delivering the
Address of welcome and all other fea
tures.
Considerable interest has been taken
in the meetln? by the big motor publico ions and New Mexico will attain
wide publicity from the eevnt
Albu-qverqu- e

I

Automobile siage line to Mora trl
A Hint to the Wise Is Sufficient
Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
weekly.
MONDAY, JULY 27, 1914.
When constipated take Chamberurday, leaving Las Vegas postofflce
Mora 9:45 a. m. lain's Tablets. They are easy to take
8 a. m., arriving
WAR CltY IS EUKOPK
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas and most agreeable in effect For
The war cloud hovering over Europe 5:45 p. m. Fare tor round trip, $5; sale by all dealers. Advi.
1 ns
a rumble of real thunder In It. one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
ORIENTAL JUSTICE
its for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
ft. stretches
wa419 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 397.
Jaffa. July 27. An amusing story of
l werine shadow from the frozen
Adv.
oi ie.ntal justice comes from the arrest
tea of the Baltic to the
o fan Austrian subject of 20 years'
I
of the Adriatic. Servia, not
rtsidence here for insulting the TurkIn
thlscoun
WOMEN SELL FLOWERS
l. rfier than a small county
or
ish
more
6.000
flag. The Austrian had walked
An
of
25.
750,000
army
Paris, Jly
try, but populated by
about
the streets with the flag wrapa
less irrational zealots, has sougnt tor women selling artificial flowers In
one shoe. As It was clear
around
more
ped
westward
Paris
in
gathered
single day
years to extend its territory
wore the flag In this fashion
to gain a sea port on the Adriatic. than $20,000 for the French Red Cross that he
the Turks, and as
Austria-Hungarby taking Bosnia society. The campaign was a special in order to offend
with the backing
consul
Austrian
the
and
sick
of
this,
benefit
one
the
for
has
the
prevented
from the Turks,
demanded
a
deof
government
Morocco.
powerful
Slav
in
wounded French soldiers
ami has compelled its little
on the
Turk
the
man's
the
release,
sold
the
Austrian
women
worked
The
to
trade
through
charity
pendency
both
of
honor
the
saved
bench
wisely
little flowers not only in the streets
territory.
this
countries
ruling.
by
the
and
in
the
in
the
theaters
principal
diplomacy but
The prime moved
"The cause of the offense Is the
Their richest
that has held Servia In leash was the cafes and restaurants.
ruled the resourceful court. "You
on
assasthe
sbe,"
Velodrome
harvest was at the
Jate Prince Francis Ferdinand,
fight. cau therefore take the man, and we
sinated in June at Sarajevo Since his night cjt the Johnson-Mora- n
demonstrations Although the flowers were selling for will keep the shoe."
taking off
The 'Austrian was then released,
have occurred constantly at Belgrade only two cents many of the spectathe offending shoe Is still "doing
end other places throughout Servia, tors In the ringside seats dropped sil
time."
boxes,
the
ver
and gold into
collecting
end the popular demand for triangular
-
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sum-me- r
Gorham, N. H., July 27. This
of
midst
the
iu
set
resort town,
the beautiful White mountains, about
tan miles from the highest peak,
Washington, is proving a blissful temporary refuge to Harry Kendall Thaw,
slayer of Stanford White.
Automobiline. whipping the many
good trout streams, conversing court
eously with all who seek his acquaintance, and doing a large amount of
work In offices he has established In
the Nova building. Thaw Is having
the happiest summer in many a yar
of his troubled, career.
It is a quiet sort of life. The sur
roundings are peaceful and Idyllic.
Thaw has come and gone about the
village so much that the inhabitants
are no longer roused to great curios
ity by hla rather elovenly figure.
His habits are excellent. Dr, Aus
tin Flint and William '. Travers Je
rome, Thaw's "Nemesis," it will be re
membered, have often contended that
with a single drink of champagne,
Thaw might become a raving maniac
and kill someone.
Well, however that may be, Thaw
doesn't give the single drink of fizz
water a chance to show what it can
do. He's a teetotaler. He never fre
quents the bars of the village hotels
and no liquor is seen to e'nter his
room. He smokes cigars and that is
all. He's distinctly en hts gocd be
havior, and others stopping at the
Mount Madison house, where he has a
suite of four rooms, find It difficult to
ealize that the spectacled, middle- aged man with the bulging eyes and
the hair shot with gray is the celebrated Matteawan captive.
In his suite with Thaw live Deputy
Sheriff C D. Stevens, his guard, and
VL J. Rice, his secretary.
Steven3 Is
assistant to Sheriff Holman Drew,
who lives in the nearby town of Ber
lin, and who takes turns with Stevens
in guarding the prisoner.
There are those who believe Thaw
would find it quite easy to escape.
Thaw has just purchased a five passenger touring car.. The Canadian bor
der is not far.
But Thaw has shown no inclination
to take French leave. This was indi
cated conclusively by the incident of
the fishing trip when he became lost
He and Stevens struck In at different
points on Nineteen Mile brook and
missed each other. At 8:30 o'clock
In the evening the deputy sheriff called up the hotel, there was some excitement and a search party was organized. Secretary Rice was the leader.
With the aid of lanterns Thaw was
found about 2 p'clock in the morning.
He was seated philosophically on a
rock in the middle of the stream, perfectly calm, though a trifle wet and
hungry. With great good sense, when
He realized that he was lost, he had
concluded the thing to do was to wait
for someone to come to htm.
He could have covered a good many
miles toward liberty in the hours between! 10 in the morning and the time
he was located, it ne had pleased to
do so.
Apparently he is convinced that the
courts soon will set him free, and
that there Is nothing to do except
wait and watch.

a Branca to tne uoraer oi Aiguansian.
From the eastern terminus of this little railroad there is a gap of several
thousand miles across most of Turke
stan and the Chinese empire in which
there is not a mile of railroad either
east, west, north or south. In area
that region is greater than the United
States. In population it far outweighs
this country. Some day, no doubt, a
great trunk line will be built across
it aa part of the new Chinese and
Russian system of Asiatic roads.
That is, however, too big a project
individual in the world to
for. any
grasp. What is more, it seems to be
a settled fact that on account of the
mixed political relationships and the
strong international jealousies of European and Asiatic countries there la
no room for private
enterprise to
seize the great opportunities for railroad exploitation and development
with lines in these unoccupied spaces
c
trunk
of Asia. When the
line of the south is able to compete
n
between the
with the
markets of Europe and the markets
of China and the rest of the Orient
It will undoubtedly be built undr government auspices. It remains for the
future to tell whether the men that
plain It and build it are subjects of
Germany or of Great Britain, or citizens of the Chinese republic or empire. That task, splendid and fascinating as It is, seems to be set altogether outside the field of individual
ambition and endeavor,: C. M. Keys
in the August World's Work.
trans-Asiati-

trans-Siberia-

HARVEY'S IS OPEN
34th season of this famous moun
tain resort. Carriage out every Sat
urday
morning, returning following

I

The Mora Gem
A New Mexico Stone
Found in Mora County
We

are showing these stones in the

ctystals as they are found, as well as
cut ready for mounting.

CITEMENT

lilt

They range in hardness between the
Topaz and Sapphire.
Aof an. imitation of the Diamond, butn ,
'
.
a bright white stone.
.,,ot.
Call and See Them at

.
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points In the stock market today with
a sharp recovery In the final dealing
due to advices of a more hopeful charThe closing was irregular. The
acter.
passage
Friday; charge, Including
both ways $10. Special rates for long- last sales were.
er time.
64
Address East Las Vegas, Amalgamated Copper
105
Box 13.
Leave orders at Murphey't American Sugar Refg
or Plaza hotel.
95
Adv.
Atchison
106
Northern Pacific
1604
Reading
WALL STREET FEELS
93V2
Southern Pacific
128
Union Pacific
CO
THE SHOCK OF WAR United States Steel
CMcano Copper
STOCK EXCHANGE OPENS AMID
SCENES OF GREAT EX-

p

k

divert the entire commerce of the dis-tri- c
from Iquitos westward through the
pert of Guayaquil; for the present time
of 15 days from Iquitos to Para( the
return trip 23 days), and 16 days from
Fara to Liverpool, will be reduced to
5 days via the Ecuadorian railways from
Tqultos to the coast ports and 18 days
to Liverpool a total of 23 days, against
t to 39 days as at present. The pro
railway will
jected
he the common carrier for the im
mense hinterland to tne east and north
giving
Including southern Colombia,
an impetus to immigration and com
EXTRA DIVIDEND ON OIL STOCK merce as yet barely dreamed of.
To be in a position toreap the promNew York, July 27. An extra dividend of 3 per cent was declared today ised benefits, however, Ecuador must
men
by the Standard Oil company of In- not only construct the railways
must
settle
its
but
boundary
tioned,
to
addition
in
quarthe
regular
diana,
terly dividend of 3 per cent. An extra questions and complete the sanitation
dividend of the same amount was de- of Guayaquil and is habor works.
Consular Reports.
clared last quarter.
Quito-Esnierald-

New York, July 2f. The local market opened today amid scenes of great
excitement. Conditions-Icontinental
Europe growing out of the Servian crisis and the Irish situation caused severe
losses on foreign exchanges. The
BERTHELOT MONUMENT
WEST COAST DEVELOPMENT
gravity of the situation may be Judged
Paris, July 27. A monument which
from the fact that the foreign exchange
That the opening of the Panama
is
to be' unveiled soon in memory of
will remain closed for several days. canal to the world's commerce will
n
Pierre
bank rate place Ecuador In an excellent commer
Berthelot, the great French
while the
was advanced without warning.
cial position Is now generaly recog chemist, in front of the College da
Prices held far better than in Lon- nized. The chief benefit will be the stance, Is an unusual memorial. The
don, where quotations of Americans shortening of the distances between Its sculptor, Paul de Saint Marceaux, has
went down from 2 to almost 7 points. ports and the great commercial cen not only made a statue of the chemist
Canadian Pacific, which yielded over ters. At the present time to reach alone but has placed him in a bronze
6 points In London, opened here with
Guayaquil, the principal port of Ecua- group which includes his wife and the
a loss of 2Ya points. Declines of 1 to dor, requires 30 days from Liverpool great writer, Ernest Renan, author of
points were recorded in the Intial and 12 days from New York; whereas, "The Life of Jesus." All three were
trading by Denver and Rio Grande pre under the new order of things, the trip for years united in the closest bonds
ferred and many other active stocks, from Liverpool can be made in 18 days of friendship. Renan, who was the
The
market
continued
feverish and from New York In 9.
first to die, was long mourned by the
throughout the first hour with further
The completion of the Ecuadorian Berthelots, who outlived him some
50 years and who then died on the
weakness in Canadian Pacific, which railway system will rave a
extended Its losses to four points.
effect on the commercial development same night
Leading bankers were In active com of this republic. The opening for traf
munication with their European cor fic of the
railways will Subscribe for The Optic.
respondents and the tenor of the
from them offered little ground
for encouragement. H was the general
opinion that means would be found to
localize any conflict between Austria
and Servia.
More than 200,000 shares changed
bands In the first hour and of that
When the foremost
amount fully
was credited to
on the
Europe. London, Paris, Berlin and other centers continued to sell here long
COURT
. modern dances use, the
27.
divorce
The
the
after
close
of
their markets.
pre
Chicago, July
Victrola to teach dancvention bureau of the municipal court
Sentiment was made more pessimisof Chicago, the first bureau of the tic by further gold engagements of
ing, you can be sure the
'
1
kind in this country, opened it3 doors $C,000,000 for Paris and London, makVictrola furnishes the
y
'1
Saturday and signalized the Inaugur ing a total of over $12,000,000 in this,
.best dance music-ran- d
ation of its work by reuniting four the third movement of the year, and a
n
in
families. In the four cases Judge
total of about $100,000,000 since Januyou can have it right
si
decided that separations would ary 1.
'' '' "
your own home
bring suffering on Innocent children.
V
j x
love
the
for
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Flaying upon
parents'
Loud and clear "and
their little ones he sent the four pairs
Chicago, July 27. Although war ten
the
from the bureau arm in arm and rec sion carried the wheat market today
'
'
'
onciled.
decidedly higher, the excitement In the
making of Victor Dance
These are some or Judge Torris6n's pit was far from being equal to that
Records is supervised
-t
principal recommendations to coupies Saturday. After opening
to to 2
2
inclined to jar:
above Saturday the market held
by the Castles.
"Give the wife . a vacation , each firm around the top
figures .reached.
:Ye're glad to play any
year. She gets tired. Take a vaca Theclose was nervous unchanged to
I
music for you 'at any
Sance
.
L
tion yourself for the same reason.
94 cent advance.
.
'
I
ACome in and see and
time.
"Keep as far away as possible from
Corn strengthened with wheat. The
hear the different styles of
Shun bad advisers, opening, which was
unfriendly
to 1 high- 'the Victor ($10 to $100) and
er was followed by by some additional
"Obstinancy brings' profits to
lawyers.
Victrola ($15 to $200). Easy
additional gains. The close was stea
Mr. & Mrs. Vernon Csttk
"Have some kind of music in the dy at. unchanged to
terms, it desired.
cent up.
flpnrinf the Tonga
home;
The
close
gains.M(l
was steady at un
"Whenever you quarrel go upstairs changed to
cent up.
where the, baby is sleeping and look
Shorts in provisions found offerings
,.
at him."
meager. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, July 84; Sept. SZ.
'
4- Corn, July 73; Sept 69.
Oats, July 35; Sept. 35.
CURRENT MAGAZINES
Pork, July $22.95! Sept $20.55.
'I'-- '
OF
Lard, Sept. $10.92; Oct $10.07.
- Ribs,
Sept. $11.92; Oct. $11.42.
An Empire Without a Railroad
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
From the eastern shore of the CasNew
York, July 27 Alarming condlr
pian sea a little railroad runs way
to the east, through Turkestan,' wtth Hons abroad caused declines of 2 to 4
Austro-Hungarla-

trans-Andea-

n

ad-vcl-

The same dance music as used
by Mr. & Mrs; Vernon Castle
a.

one-fift-

authorities

E

it

'

Tor-riso-

.

1

perfectly played

:

.

'( I.
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The Governor hays
:

Irritant-caffeine"Cut out tea and coffee, m; hoy. They contain an
business."
heart or sour .tomach or a g ouchy head ache and do big
It a mighty good plan, If tea or coffee puts you "off color to quit

you can't have a fluttery

-and

it

and for a delicious table

bev- -

7

......

tins)-Pos-

Is good In any business.

-

'

"There's a Reason"

i

.

Ther is no caffeine nor other harmful substance In Postum.
the pure cereal
must be boiled, (f5c and 25c packages) er Instant Postum,
In either form Regular Pxtum, whlc
tum
wd 50c
made Instantly In the cup wl h hot wartr (30c
food-drin-

'

;

erage, use
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STANDING

OF THE CLUBS

Second Game
Topeka

R. H.
3

Des Moines

2

E. for the $250,000 certificatees Of
2 debtedness held by that organizatU0"
0

7

pertalTg

Batteries:' Reisgil and Rapps; Mo- '
'
?
gridge and Shaw.
'

P. C. Brlte of Elkhart, Kas., F.
Blake and family of Hooker, Okla.,
Wood Walsh and family of Richfield,
reKan., are In this city from their
auto-- '
In
came
spective homes. They
mobiles and will remain hereabouts
ior some time visiting the various
Jakes and camping grounds.
M. A. Van Houten of Shoemaker is
irislting the city today.
Miss Marion Harris leaves this evening for St. Louis. Miss Harris has
been in this city for the past two
months visiting with Miss Regina
.Stem.
.Mrs. H. J. Ryan and Miss Marguerite Cluxton returned last night from
au extended trip through the eastern
8tate
S&tailfy Morton of Brownsville, Tex.,
IslJ.rigtsleredafcjouaiPt.the hotels.
was
Mpharles Manser of Albuquerque
a Visitor in the city yesterday.
W.' Henderson of El Paso Is spending a few days in the city.
Mrs. H. B. Burton left last night for
her home at Santa Fe. Mrs. Burton
as been vistinig friends here for

Nj)

A.

the past

week.

Mrs. H. K. Brice left yesterday for
her home at Albuquerque..
Max Walker of Latny Is a visitor In
town today.
M. Horton Is In the city looking for
a suitable camping place in which to
spend the coming two or three weeks.
Miss Marion Harris, Miss Frances
Myers and Miss Regina Stern returned
laBt evening from Santa Fe where they
have been for the past few days visiting.

Milton Taichert is a guest at Harvey's this week.
Miss Elizabeth Berry, G. K. Berry
and E. M. Conlive of San Diego are
ivsitors In the city.
Miss Agnes Langston left yesterday
for her home at Guymon, Okla. Miss
Langston has been attending the summer school for the past eight weeks.
Felipe Sanchez or Mora is In town
on a short business visit.
Miss Jeanette Craver left last night
Miss
Icr her home at Tucumcarl.
Craver has been In this city for the
past eight weeks attending the summer session of the New Mexico Normal University.
Miss Shirley and Miss Nira Nutter
left yesterday afternoon for their home
at Dawson. They have been attending

the

Normal.

'
New York
Chicago
St. Louis

..lor her

at

home

Dawson.

51
49

Iioston . .............40
40
Cincinnati .
38
Philadelphia
37
PUtsburgh
36
Brooklyn

Li.

Pet Omaha -

32
37
41
45

.614
.580

48
46

.455
.452
.440
.439

47
46

.544
.471

'

AT THE THROTTLE

51
47
44

Chicago . .
Baltimore .
Brooklyn
Indianapolis ....
Bnffalo. .,
Kansas City
Pittsburgh
St. Louis m. , :

July 27. With his
miles an hour, Lou
Van Vlack of Chicago, engineer on the
Overland limited of the Chicago and
Northwestern railroad, was found dead
as his train sped through here today.
His hand was gripping the throttle.
Physicians said the engineer had been
dead half an hour. He was 60 years
old.
Sterling,

111.,

train running

CO

The Sullivan twins, Jack and Mike,

are still doing business at the
stand.?) Mike is hot on the trail of

old
Jim-

my Clabby and Jack wants to tackle

any of the promising white heavies.

BE WITH THE
CROWD GOIN TO

GREAT LOOM

'

Pet Lincoln
.580
.553

38
37
40
42
49

....45
41
41
36

.543
.529
.494

37

62

THE GOLDEN RULE STORE

Monday July 27th, 1914.
Tabes full of Bargians,

Includ-

Calicos, Ginghams, Crash
Toweling Crepes, Lawns, Table

ing

Damask, Sateen, etc.
DON' MISS THIS GREAT
BARGAIN
On

FEAST

the Plaza Las Vegas,

N. M,

St Joseph

6

Wichita

1

9
5

3
3

In

the baseball games Saturday
the Maroons broke evti.

and
On

Sunday

Saturday when the local boys crosS&d
huts with the squad from Newton, Kansas the Vegas fans were treated to as
fast a game of ball as has been seen
in this city for a long time. The Newton crowd was full of zip and the game
was one of daBh from the umpire's
first "play ball," until the last man
was out. The local nine showed the
test form yet this season and went Into
the game with all that there was In
them. When the game was oyer Vegas
had the better of the Kansans by 3
points, the score landing 9 to 6.
Yesterday the teiini made the trip
to Springer and met the squad from
tJiat city. ; After one of the fastest
imps eyer played on ,he diamond in
itiiat town Vegas dropped the game to
j tlie Sprincer
lads. When the last out
v s ni.-the score stood 7 to 6 In
finer of the Springer nine. The Ve- is team went to Springer on No. 8
Saturday night reaching there about
In the mroning. After resting
until 10 o'clock the boys donned their
uniforms and went out to the local ball
grounds and warmed up. With the
first ball pitched the game started off
with a jump. This lasted during the
v. hole nine
Innings. The Maroons played the best game of the season but for
some reason or other were unable to
beat their opponents.
Although defeated the boys showed
a fine specimen of sportsmanship
throughout the game not disputing any
decision of the umpire or quarreling in
any way. After the game they demonstrated that they could take defeat and
gTin as well as when they hold the
larger end of the score.
The box scores for Saturday's game
is as follows:
Newton
AR R. II. PO. A. E.

Total

WARBURG MAY CONSENT

Philadelphia
Boston .
Washington
Detroit . .A
St. Loiila

Li.

Pet

55
50
47
47

32
40
41
44
43
44
51
60

.632
.556

45
46
36
29

Chicago
New York

Cleveland

W.

:

TO BE

.634
.516
.511
.511
.414

'

CROSS-EXAMINE-

D

PRESIDENT ASKS CANDIDATE
RECONSIDER

OF

Z2

WITHDRAWAL
NAME

de

j

.326

Washington, July 27. President Wilson expects to hear today or tomorWestern League
row from Paul M. Warburg ; to
W. . L. , Pet. whether he will appear before the
40
.593 senate banking committee to be ques
Sioux City ........,53
40
57
.588 tioned on his qualifications for the
Denver
53
42
.558 federal reserve board. Meanwhile the
St. Joseph
45
51
.531 president is canvassing the field to
Lincoln
48
50
.510 find a successor for- Thomas II. Jones,
Pes Moines
45
51
Omaha1
.469 whose nomination was withdrawn last
39
58
.402 week.
Wichita
Since the name of Mr. Jones was
64
35
.354
Topeka. ...... ..
withdrawn the president has communicated with Mr. Warburg urging htm
to allow his name to be used and to
TODAY'S BASEBALL
again reconsider his request that his
nomination be withdrawn. Mr. War
burg is understood to be consulting
with friends in New York before makNational League
ing his final answer.
Senator O'Gorman, returning to
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Philadelphia,
Washington after several conferences
with Mr. Warburg at White Sulphur
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
Springs, W. Va., expressed the belief
Pittsburgh at New York.
today that the New Yorks banker
would appear before the committee
American League
New York at Chicago.
and that hia nomination would be
confirmed.
Philadelphia at Detroit-Bosto- n
at Cleveland.
Washington at St Louis.
i

Irwin,

ss

REPORT ON FUSION

Federal League

OF. LABOR UNION'S
FEDERATION
WESTERN
HEARS
RESOLUTION BUT DEFERS
ACTION

Western League
St. Joseph at Wichita.
Des Moines at Topeka.

Denver, July 27. The special committee appointed to consider the sub
ject of amalgamation of the Western
Federation of Miners with the United
Mine Workers of America made a reYESTERDAY'S RESULTS
port to the annual convention of the
Western Federation today, favoring the
project. The report embodies a resolution for a vote of the membership
of the federation. Action by the con
American League
'
R. . E. vention was postponed.
At Detroit
2
8 14
The
a
committee
suggests
complete
Philadelphia
6 7 4 amalgamation, by which the Western
Detroit
Batteries:
Shawkey, Bush and Federation will lose its identity. In
Schang; Covaleskia, Dauss and Stan-ag- case this cannot be effected ,a partial
combination is proposed, by which the
McJCea."
federation shall become the metal min
R.H.E. ing branch of the United Mine Work
At St Louis
2 8 1 ers.
Washington
u 1 1
Louis
St
r
and Henry; 4-f
Batteries; Jingei, Ayers
'
WITH THE BOXERS
Weilman and Agnew,
R.H. B.
Second Game
1 4 l
Through his victory over Gilbert
Washington 4 7 1 Gallant Matty Baldwin wins back the
St Louia"
Batteries:
Johnson, Bentley and title of New England lightweight cham
Ainsmith., Williams; James and Ag- pion.
$
Dave Cross, featherweight
new.';,, .
pugilist
RH. E. acd brother of Leach Cross, has been
At Chicago
1 5 0 putting up some classy battles In and
New York
0 X 4 0 around New York.
Chicago Cole and Sweeney;
Batteries:
SCHMIDT ASKS NEW TRIAL
(
Walsh and Schalk.
New York, July 27. Hans Schmidt
R. H. E.
Second Game
i3 9 3 one time rector of St. Joseph's
New York"
i.
i7 H I church, under death sentence for the
Chicago i
Batteries: Brown, McHalei Pleh, murder of Anna ' Aumuller, whose
Fischer and Nunamaker; Fabor, Ci: body he dismembered and cast into
the Hudson, formally applied today
cottei and Schalk.
for a new trial. In ad affidavit filed
R. H. E. with the district attorney ScBmidt's
At Cleveland
1 S 0 counsel asserts that the
Cleveland
girl was not
4 8 2 murdered but died after an
Boston operation
Morton and O'Nell; and that Schmidt cut up' the body to
'Batteries:
Shore and Cady.
prevent a scandal and to' protect the
surgeon who performed the operation.
Federal League
At Indianapolis '
R. HE. EXPERT TO EXAMINE BOND ISSUE
9 13 6
Kansas City
Denver, July 27. The. Denver Clear5 11 5 ing . House association has.
I .
Indianapolis employed
Batteries: Packard, Stone and East-erl- an: eastern attorney to examine the
state bonds ottered in payment of
Mullen, Moseley and Texter.
bnis incurred bythe national guard
Western League .
during its occupation of the Colorado
t "Topeka- -R.H.E. coal district according to an an.
- 6 11 1 nouncement It wa said the inves
Topeka Des Moines
U 11 1 tigation will make Certain the legality
Batteries: Rldgeway, Jones 'and of the bonds before the association
.McAllister) Turner, Hogan and Haley. agreed to accept them in exchange

at

City

Lincoln:.

e,

i

.

-

y;

.

Roberts, cf.
Gordan, c
Griffith, !b.
Foster, If.
Fogg,

5

;.... ....4

0

.4

0

1
1
3 1
3 10
0 2
0 3

......

,

2
2

4

.5

1-

...........4

lb.

-

0

0

0

0

0

.....';Y...V1

0
0

0

38

6

Archer, 2b.
Fiddis, rf.

4

Rock, p.
Tate, p.

3

.......5

ravy,

,

3b

Angel, 2b.
Montano, ss
Seelinger, cf
Nieto, rf.
Ettinger, c
Clark, p.

'

1

1

0
1
0
0
1

0

0

1

5
4

0
1

0
0

2

0

0

0

8 27

5

4

1110

4

Las Vegas
Larrazolo, lb.
Mason, if.

1
0

0

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

100 ' 14 10
0 0

5
4

0

....4
3

3
2
0

4

1
3

3
2

1

2
1
1

1
1
1

3

0

1 13

4

0

1

2

"....4

36

0

0

1
0
3
0
0
1
2

9 10 27

8

1

0
1
0

0
0
0

Summary: Two base hits Ansel.
Seelinger, Nieto, Roberts, Gorgan; hits
off Rock, 7 in 6 Innings, Tate 3 in 2
innings, Clarke 8; bases on balls off
Clark, 1, off Rock, 4, off Tate, 1; hit
by pitched ball by Rock 1; struck but
-by Clark 12, Rock 3, Tate 1: stolen
bases Las Vegas 7, Newton 4. Umpires
Time of game
Harris-McWeni-

1:25.

Sunday's game at Springer:
R. H. m.

Las Vegas
Springer
BASEBALL

g
7

jj j
g

g

MftTFS

Infielder Gurtz of she Bloomlngton
club is clouting for an, average of .488
fnd leading the Three-- I League in
bat-atln-

The Detroit Americans have purchas
ed Fred Nicholson, the
out
fielder of the Denison
a
,
.,
league team.
Young Morton; Cleveland's new pitch
er, has made a nice showing In several games in which he has done the fir'
ing for the Naps;
California promoters are trying to
secure two or three major league teams
to make a trip to the coast next spring
for training work. ;; v f
The fine stick work of Frank Shulte
has been a great help to the Cubs of
late. Frank threatens to duplicate his
Ihe close
heavy hitting of 1911 before
'
'
"
of the season.
The Washington Senators have fattened up at the expense of the Yankees this season, the Griffithites having copped 10 of the 14 games played
with the New Yorkers.
-- "Rabbitt"
Maranvllle's- swell work
btth In the field and at bat has fceen
the big hit of the Boston Braves' visit
to the Western cities of the National
.
league circuit ,
f1i,
hard-hittin-

g

Texas-Oklahom-

-

.

ReSirce January", ioij

$188,300.76

Total Resource July i,

Total Resources January fj
i, 1914
-

$252, 270.47

-

$320,653.83

Total Resources July 1, 1914 - $406,587.28

Peoples Bank & Trust Company
COMMENCED BUSINESS OCTOBEft 14, 191Z

4

.

.

AT

R. H. E.

At Wichita

.456
.434
.416

47

R. H. E.
0 2 1

i

9 0
Sioux City
Batteries:
Scoggins, Smith and
Blackburn; Regan and Murphy.

-

SALE

1

Batteries: Styles, Tipple and Cros
by, Kruger; Schrleber and Block.

Ii

-'-

END

Tenver

37

American League

Sioux

60 MILES AN
RUNNING
HOUR THE SPORT OF UNUSUAL FATE

-

At Lincol- n-

Omaha at Denver.

TRAINl

Denver Batteries: Crabb and Crosby; HarSATURDAY LOCAL BOYS WIN FROM
rington and Spahc
NEWTON, YESTERDAY LOSE
R- H. E.
Second Game
TO SPRINGER
t
8
Omaha 21 22

preaent

Thl, week

IN TWO FAST GAMES

'

V

Federal League
W.

I

...Chicago at Buffalo. ,
Indianapolis at Baltimore:.
Kansas City at Pittsburg.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.

DEAD ENGINEER

R. IL E.
3 5
1
5 11

'-

51

Miss Azelia Austry left last evening
n

At Denver

National League
W.

MAROONS BREAK EVEN

lnteretlno Information

will hold some
week to. week thla apace
bu.lne...
.
to banking
evidence of growth.
we

BASE BALL DOPE
OF THE BIG

LEAGUES

r

You Will Find

1

FIG
UNOFFICIAL
URES SHOWN IN HALF SEASON RECORDS

llTTFlf

INTERESTING

New York, July 27. Interesting in
sight relative to the work of the big
league baseball clubs is furnished by
the figures compiled for the first half
of the present pennant season. The
data, while not official, Is collected
from the dally box scores and for the
purpose of comparison is sufficient to
show the strength and weakness of
the 16 clubs composing the National
and American league circuits. Elimi
nating the games won and lost, as
shown in the daily standing of the
leagues, the total number of runs,
hits, errors and left on bases are in
dicated for the first three months of
the season and the resultant figures
give a iclear idea of the reason for
the respective standing of the teams.
In the National league the New
York Giants have scored 330 runs in
70 games, the average of hits being
a trifle under two per run, while the
error column shows a percentage of
aboiut 1 4 per game. With the exception of Cincinnati the Giants have
had fewer players left on bases than
amy other club in the senior organiza
tion. The Chicago club, playing eight
more games than New York, has scored but one run more, eight, hits less
and made 60 more errors, in addition
to having almost 100 more players
left stranded on the bases. The St.
Louis Cardinals' figures indicate that
while winning close to 50 per cent of
their games they failed to score with
in 50 runs of the leaders, although
credited with an equal number of hits.
Next to Pittsburgh the club Is charged
with the least errors In the league
ranks, while but two other teams have
fewer base runners left. Cincinnati
scored runs at the rate of one for
every 1.93 hits, to addition to averaging but 1.92 errors per game;. In men
left on bases the club has the best
record in the league, the figures being
42S in 76 games.
In the s.econd division Philadelpnia
scored 312 runs and 612 hits in 70
games, made 161 errors and had 470
players stranded. Brooklyn to an
equal number of games made 625
hits, 2S4 runs, 123 errors and 462
players got on the paths to be left
there. The Pittsburgh record for 73
games is 237 runs, 558 hits, 104 er
rors and 491 base runners left, while
Boston in an equal number of con
tests made 263 runs, 591 hits, 106 er
rors and had 503 players left between
first base and the home plate.
The American league figures, which
include the games in the same manner as In the National organization
records, furnished pome surprising
information; The world's champion
Philadelphia Athletics, while leading
the league in number of runs and hits,
have had more base runners loft on
the bags than any other club In the
circuit except the Detroit Tigers.
Three other clubs have made fewer
errors, but none can equal the record
of runs and hits totalled by Connie
Macks men at the midway mark of
the season.
In 82 games the Athletics scored
362 runs, 696 hits, 129 errors and had
539 players left on bases.
Detroit
in one game less fell 71 hits and 46
runs short of the Philadelphia record,
while making : 11 more errors and
leaving 11 more men on base. .Wash
'
ington's figures for 78 games were
289 runs, 607 hits 120 errors and 848
runners stranded.' The rlmicago White
Sox, playing one game less, scored
577 hits, 249 runs, 149 errors and 472
Chicago players reached first and
were left on the paths.
The St Louis Browns, while charg- .

.

a

the best in all

SEASONS
ed with more errors than any other for the Red Sox.
club In the league, had the fewest
players left, their Tecord being 265
Ralph W. Reeve, the former Dart
runs, 608 hits, 157 errors and 428 left mouth college shortstop, has succeeded
on bases to 82 games. The Boston Pat Flaherty as manager of the Lynn
club led the league In clean playing, team of the New England league.
but 110 errors being charged against
o
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Tvlanager Carrigan's men in 81 games
The Red Sox made 595 hits, 263 runs
Kansas City, July 27. Hoga, re

and had

478

runners marooned. The

Market higher. Bulk
$8.7558.90; heavy f8.858.95; pack
ers and butchers $8.808.90; lights
$3.708.80; pigs $8.508.75.
Cattle, receipts 13,000. Market high
er. Prime fed steers $9.359.80;
dressed beef steers $7.909.25; west
ern steers $7.509.50; stockers and

New York Yankees, second in fielding ceipts

and players left on bases, showed extreme weakness with the bat, being
last in number of hits and runs. The
record of the New York club under
Chance was 226 runs, 496 hits, 118
errors and 465 left on base. Cleveland made 608 hits, 274' runs, 138 errors and 486 left on base.

2,500.

feeders $68.50; hulls $5.256.75;
caives 610.25.
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market steady.
Both Ruth and Shore, the Baltimore Lambs
$7.357.90; yearlings $66.65;
Oriole pitchers, have caught the fancy wehters $4.755.60; ewes ?44.60. ,
of Boston fans and look like winners

Cigarettes

Quality!
Not

Premiums
'T'HE

cost of the choice blend
Turkish and domestic tobaccos in these cigarettes forbids the giving of premiums or
coupons.
No matter what you pay, you cannot
buy a more satisfying smoke than
Camels, 20 for 10 cents. They do
not have that eigarettf taste nor
parch your throat

20 for
10 cents

sni

10c for one ptckigt
It four (fealer nn'l supply yoa,
carton of fu Mckjo.l (200 cigarettes),
or if. 00 for
postage prepaid. After tmokinq one package, if ye
don 'I find CAMELS at represented, refuri fse otter
es aod we Kill refund your aoier.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Winrton-SmlenC-
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
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What Every Mother Wants to,
Know About Her Baby
By Ann Steese Richardsoa
Director of the Better Babtos Bureau of the Woman1!

n

NO,

5-- How

Home Companion

i

to guard the

Bottle-fe-

d

Baby

RAINY DAYS ON

stop-jierin-

For nine months of the year It
"rains some" on the Isthmus of Panama. The precipitation of one month
not long ago was 59 Inches. This
broke even the Panama rainy season
record and nothing like it has occurred
since, but with something like an average of twelve feet of rainfall in nine
months the Isthmus can keep up a
showing of dampness without being
worried about an ability to live up to
soaking records.
Gatun lake, the artificial body of
water created by Lieut. Col. William
Ik Bibert by the hard process of damming the unruly Chagres river, is now,
at the close of the rainy season, at
the high level which the army officer
predicted It would reach. The Chagres pouring into the valley made the
lake, but the rains made the Chagres.
For the next three months the river
will be little more than a trickling
rill, but water enough has been stored
to keep the lake level as It is until
the rains descend and the floods come
once more as they have descended
and come uninterruptedly ever since
the day of Balboa, and since how long
before nobody knows. The United
States government has built a lock
canal across the isthmus of Panama.
A
waterway would have been
Uve
,m
the Bkle8 above tne lsth.
fflUS wenJ not m tne hablt of weeping
day In and day out for
of the year. Some of the Panamans
through the years probably looked
upon the drenchings as a curse, but
commerce must look upon them as a
blessing. Every mile ot the way
through the canal, except for the comparatively short distances of the ocean
approaches, the trading ships of the
world will sail through fresh rain
water." All water Is rain water, but
down at Panama, somehow or other,
it seiims as if a "liquid differentiation"
properly might be made.

1914, by

If yoa have neglected your kidneys
weak back,
headache, rheumatism and distressing
bladder weakness, you will find Foley
Kidney Pills to be the honestly made,
medicine you
healing and curative
need to give you back your health
and strength. They are tonic In action, quick to give good results. They
O. Q. Schaefer and
will help you.
Red Cross Drug Stora Adv.
MOOSE GATHER IN
Milwaukee, July 27.

MILWAUKEE

BIG

PROFITS

OF

GRIDIRON

Football Is Easily the Greatest Money
Getter Among all College

Sports.
To any one who has seen even one
of the minor fall contests upon the
gridiron it will not be' surprising to

OPTIC J5he

VES

,want

'

-

Wise Answer.
"The late Bishop Bowman," said a
New York Methodist, "(linea one
evening at a fashionable millionaire's
in Fifth avenue.
"BeBide the biBhop sat one of those
dyed, decollete, elderly woman who
are always trying to be brilliant
"This woman rattled off a lot or
silly epigrams about Buddha and
and so forth then she
turned to the bishop and said:
" 'What do you really think, bishop.

ANB

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAIN ABU ALWAYS HANDLES

BST

CHAPMAN

!l

COLUMN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
N
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday sight B
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenae BJ
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are sSs
each month. Visiting dlaUy welcome. J. C. Wert,
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; fl, ft
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M H. 8. Van Bally, Treasurer.

rrf

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

TOR

RATES

ADVER-

Petten. Secretary,
F. O. E.

tFlve eenta per line each Insertion,

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. I,
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-No ad to occupy lets apace than two
lar conclave fes,. lw-to"- "
All
lines
I
advertisements
charged
gossiping)
ay In each mratk St Ma
behind their will be booked at space actually set
son !o Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
without regard to number ef wo res.
M. Smith, EL C; Chaa, Tamme, Re
auto Is such Cash In advlnca
corder.
preferred.
ever need be

3

Mr. Jinks (meaning
never run down people
backs.
Mr. Winks No; your
a rattle-trathat nobody
unaware of your coming.
p

THE WHOLE TRUTH

OPTIC'S NUMB

MAMI

Meets first and third
day evenings each month at WeoS
men hall. Visiting brothers cor
ly invited to attend. C. N. Doufia
W. P.: Nicholas Cordova, SecretaiS .

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regalar con
vocation first Monday In
sack, month at Masonic
remple at 7:10 p. m. p. No.
a. Brlaegar, H. P.; F. O. No.
filood. Secretary.
No.
No.
I. O. O. P. L Aft
i srva-4. Meet mr&rr Mnnri

vrnii

toelr hall on Sixth

For Rent

u.mren coroiaiiy invite

LOCAL TIME CARO
East Bound
Arrive

I.... 7:20
4. ...11:64
I.... 1:25
It.... 1:35

IV.

PIANO for rent,

417 Eighth street.

I

A

in

am
No,
to attend. No.

1....

m

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the

Wanted
WANTED

a.

m..... 1:SI a

p.

m

7..v.

I....

1:10
1:35
4:20
:35

!:

Desert

l:3t

a. m

1:4

p.

aV

a.

p. m

b
a. a

m..;.. 4:3i
7:

p. m

9.

V

a.

ft

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

EMPRESS

first and third Mondays or each
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and

Girl for general housework. month

FLOUR

Ladies always welcome. O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street. East Las Vegas, N. M.
L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary,

It i giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do any

!

way when you
leam how Much

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

J. E. ROSENWALO LODGE NO. 141
I. O. of B. B. Meets
ftrst Taea

every
day of the month in the vestry rooms
uf Temple Monteflore at S o'clock 1
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially in
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN

f you use

-i-

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE

RDiMe vnn Tur

SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

OF AMERICA

Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
at Woodmen of the World hall.
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. 8tewari,
Sonsul; o. Laemmle, Clerk; E. W
Vlsitini
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially weleone and
cordially Invited.
Love

KNIGHTS

OF

COLUMBUS,

1

I

SILVER
P

LATE-BEAUT-

IFUL

FRENCH- 1REY

(STER-

LING) FINISH

J

COUN

EMPRESS
SHEARER
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Profesional Health Culture for Ladles 'curth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
can be ok.
Hair and Scalp Treatment, Manicure, Pioneer building. Visiting membera
1
.1
t Facial Massage, Chiropody; Baths
are cordially invited. Richard Devine, g tamed in tnis cuy uom
and Massage With Strict AtG. K.; Frank Angel, P. a.
tention to Doctor's
Prescription
MRS. OLLIE

'

7:4S a. at
11:61 a.

B.

P. O ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
FOR RENT Modern light housekeep. month Elks" home on NinO
street
Ing rooms, furnished complete; rent and Douglas avenue.
Visiting brothers
reasonable. 1103 Lincoln.
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Springer, Exalted Ruler: D. W. Condon
Dr. Phil Graves No. madam, I do FURNISHED rooms for lighthouse- - Secretary.
not understand the language of tht
ing. 711 Sixth street.
flowers.
Mrs. Woodberry Mann But you
know yellow means jealousy?
Dr. Phil Graves No, madam; yellow means biliousness.

Deaait

p. m
p. m

West Bound
Arrive

T nrm
1'IIDUUJJBIUIH.
No.
RENT furnished house, 915
G. ; T. M. El wood . RviY,t.
, 1UU1 No.
J
Li
fc'ixth street. Dr. W. P. Mills, phone
Wertz, Treasurer:. n. v
" e wv il,
Vain 295.
veuiBiery iruStefl.

FOR

Lost

Whale Meat Jap Delicacy.
Canned whale meat as an emer
gency food is used by the Japanese
army. It is one of the standard field
rations. Whale meat Itself is growing
In popularity as a general staple of
food throughout the Nippon islands.
It is sold fresh in the markets with
other meats, and is also used by the
populace after it has been canned.
The meat has a strong fishy taste and
rancid odor, which puts it outside tha
pale of a foreigner's diet in Japan, but
the natives pay little attention either
to the taste or the smell.
At the canning factories experi
ments are under way to remove the
objectionable taste and odor. When
this is done it is predicted that canned
whale meat will become cheap food
throughout the world.

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Trade

days and will be interspersed with a
trip to Mount Vernon and other features arranged for the entertainment
of the visitors. Reports prepared for
presentation to( the convention show
that the past year has been one of
prosperity to the building aud loan
associations
in general, gratifying
gains having been made both in assets and membership. In connection
with the convention of the league a
meeting is being held by the National
Association of Exeaminera, composed
of officials appointed by the state
governments to supervise the building and loan associations in their respective states.

LOBBY

I

322 Grand avenue.
ENGAGEMENT NECESSARY
learn that football is the greatest
money-makWANTED To deal for three to five
among all the college
room house in Las Vegas on paysports. The profits in any other field
are comparatively negligible, and the
ments. C. L. Holcomb.
football surplus each year helps to
make up some ot the deficit that results from maintaining unprofitable
To
athletics. It is reported that Harvard's
were
last
football
from
year
receipts
'OR TRADE Residence in town lo
$114,864, of which $74,713 represented
cated in best part of Oklahoma for
clear profit, while Princeton received
residence in Las Vegas. Address
$67,313 and achieved a neat profit of
C. L. H., Optic office.
These are gains of which
$32,322.
any porfessional athletic enterprise
might well feel proud, even in a season far less abbreviated than that in
which football has to make its money.
LOST Lady's gold neck chain and
So it is scarcely surprising that the
locket. Call at 725 Seventh street
athletic authorities of the colleges reand receive reward.
gard football as their most important
sport. But the game holds that pres
tige not merely because of the fine
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
showing made by its financial balance
Dentist
a
never
I
kiss
said
She
I'd
the
that
always
large
sheet. It seems rather
Dental work of any description at
income is to be attributed to the man until I was engaged.
He How did you happen to changt
moderate prices
prestige of college football as an ex
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
clusive and unique game. It occupies your mind?
She I haven't. I'm engaged to anMain 381. Residence Phone Main 411
a field in which the undergraduates
have everything practically their own other fellow.
way and are not yet disturbed by proGEO. H. HUNKER
fessional competition. As a sport it
IN OLDEN TIMES
Attorney-at-Laenjoys the especial distinction of tha
college stamp.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

Milwaukee is
blossoming out in holiday dress in
honor of the Loyal Order ot Moose,
whose annual national convention
holds forth here this weelc The reservation of hotel accommodations InTEXAS FARMERS' CONGRESS
dicates that the convention will be
College Station, Tex., July 27. A
by far the largest and most repre- large and representative attendance
sentative in the history of the order. marked the opening here today of the
Delegates will be present from prac- annual meeting of the Texas Farmtically all of the states. .The local ers' congress.
The congress comcommittees have completed an elab- prises the state societies of horticulorate program for the entertainment turists, beekeepers, nurserymen, swine
of the visitors. A 'mammoth street breeders, corn growers, poultry rais
parade will be the spectacular feature ers, cotton growers, sheep breeders
' and similar
of the eathorine.
agricultural organizations.
During the three days' meeting there
There Is Healing in Foley Kidney Pills will be addresses by a number of agYou need a mighty good medicine if ricultural experts, among them Pror.
once your kidneys are exhausted by J. E. Rice of Cornell university.
neglect and overwork, and you have
Kot it in Foley Kidney Pills.. Their
THE PRICE SHE PAYS
action la prompt, healing and tonic. There Is
hardly an American womSound health and sound kidneys fol- an nowadays who can
keep pace with
low their use. Try them. O. Qi the demands made upon her time and
Bchaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. energy without
paying the penalty of
Adv.
It may be that dreadful
backache, dragging pains, headaches,
nervousness or the tortures of a dis
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS PROSPER
271.
annual
placement. It is the price she pays
The
Washington, July
convention of the Untted States To women in this condition Lydla E.
League of Local Building and Loan pinkham's Vegetable Compound comes
associations opened in this city today as a boon and a blessing. A simple
with an attendance of delegates rep- remedy made from roots and herbs
resenting nearly all parts of the coun- which brings glorious health to sufertry. The sessions will continue tnree ing women. Adv.
'

me

nine-twelft-

the Woman's Home Companion)

and suffer from backache,

MEANT HIS AUTO

-

sea-lev-

f:--

(Copyright,

THE ISTHMUS

Inhabitants of Panama Strip Certainly
Cannot Reproach Nature With
Niggardliness.

mothers who bare
(These articles are based on ques Hons asked by
in me auucuu m
assistance
for
Home
Companion
turned to the Woman's
and answer-e- d
delicate task of rearing their babies. Each question presented
the
represent
one
mothers..
They
but
many
not
by
by
bere was asked
Mrs. Richardson
mother.
of
the
average
and
problems
ceneral questions
that readers
is entirely willing to answer personally any further question
to
send
to
her.)
may wish
ana out,
l7I muni wean my four moutns ately scrub the bottle msiae
comes
for 'the
which
brush
best?
using a
Old baby. What sort of botUe is
made from pure
suds
and
purpose,
or
cylindrical
round
The perfectly
with hot water, then fill
bottle is best. It comes in two styles, soap. Rinse
which borax or bicarin
water
with
bottle,
as
the
with a neck as large
has been dissolved.
soda
of
bonate
a
and
nipple,
a
very large
requiring
the food is prein
until
accomStand
will
arrack
small tapering neck which
next morning. Then turn
the
latter
The
pared
smaller
a
nipple.
modate
to drain, rinse thoroughla more comfortable for the baby to upside down
water to remove the
"corwith
clear
with
ly
bottle
a
nurse. Never buy
Turn
borax.
upside down to arain ana
ners" in which particles of stale milk
for
medirefilling.
old
an
use
cool,
ready
can settle, and never
6. Is there any special equipment
The
reason.
same
the
for
bottle
cine
milk?
bottle with measurements, by ounces, for modifying
secure
the equipment from
can
You
These
is
best
the
into
glass,
blown
house
class
furnishing store.
first
any
bold up to eight ounces.
You
Dotues, wree
six
need
I
should
graduatea
bottle
buy?
2. How many
or
measuring
glass
in
nipples, a graduate
As many as baby has feedings
16 ounces, for measuring milk
in
extra
holding
two
or
oue
24 hours, and
case of breakage. At 4 months the and water, a wide necked porcelain
or glass pitcher holding two quarts
baby is fed every three hours, start
s
6 a. m. and ending at 9 or and pouring easily, a, glass, funnel
with
ing
bot
the
of
neck
Into
the
or
easily
10 p. m. Therefore six bottles
You should tles, a sauce pan and tablespoon ot
will h needed.
TTior
also have a wire rack for holding the enameled ware, a quart preserving
bottles. This is economy as it saves jar for gruel or boiled water, wire
and a clean ice chest.
breakage. There should be absorbent bottle racks
7.
the milk be heated?
How
should
g
for
cotton or sterile cotton wool
By placing the bottle, still stoppered
the bottles.
with cotton, in a pan of warm water
3. What are the best nipples?
without
glass and letting it stand until it readies
Plain dark rubber,,
tubes. Bacteria lodge in glass tubes,. body temperature. Tost by droppin
on the bare forearm. Never boil the
They rank among baby killers. As
the size of the hole is important, some milk and return it to the bottle Ice
8. I have only an old fashioned
jthysicians recommend buying nipples
without holes and piercing them with chest, with ice and food mixed. The
hot needles. The hole should be Just bottles of milk are often broken. Can
me ot an inexpensive little
large enough to permit the milk to you tell
for milk alone?
bottle
refrigerator
the
whert
or
through
drip
drop
house
furnishing or department
Any
If
flow.
the
must
not
13 inverted.
It
hole is too small the baby is exhaust store can supply a nursery refrigera
ed by the effort to draw out the milk; tor at $5 or more. This uses about
A hus
If too large it suffers from choking or S cents worth of ice per day.
can
tools
with
band
son
or
handy
gulping down the milk.
make a little ice chest for the baby's
4.
How are nipples kept clean?
They may be boiled for a minute or milk as follows
Get a wooden box large enough to
two when new. After that boiling is
ret necessary and rots the rubber, hold an ordinary zinc or tin water
After each feeding wash the nipple pail. Fasten a lid on this box with
tl rroughly with hot soapsuds made hinges and a stout hook or clasp. Set
r
m
white sonp. Rinse in borax a large pail in the center and pack it
v :.ter, then in cool, pure water, shake, all around with sawdust. Set a much
siand on a small plate or saucer and smaller pail inside the first one, and
over with an inverted glass. This is Hack ice between the two pails. Place
considered a better method than leav the bottles holding the baby's milk inside the smaller
pail and cover it
ing it to soak in borax water.
Never test the temperature of the tightly. Line the lid of the box with
milk by putting the nipple In your newspapers, covering tnem witn oil
own mouth, and never handle it with cloth to keep them dry. This keeps
your fingers nor allow flies to light out heat and prevents melting of ice.
The pails can be bought at a 5 and
on it.
10 cent store.
This homemade Ice
a Should bottles be boiled?
Not necessarily, but they must be chest finds favor with country moththoroughly cleaned. If the baby does ers in particular. It can be run for
not take all tha milk in the bottle five cents ai day or less and is. a real
throw away what is left, and immodi-- . baby saver.
fit-tin-
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ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

HOTEL ROMAINE
Phone Main 155, Long Distance Main
44.
Office Hours:
1:30 p. m. to
3:30 p. m. Las Vegas, N. M.

j''

DR. ADELAIDE

B.

f,00fl lbs., or More, Each Del very
to 2,00s lbs., Each Delivery
1,000
200 Iba, to 1,009 lbs. Each Delivery
60 Iba, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 6 lbs. Each Delivery

lb,

LEWIS

..Ma
.25s

..w. w.v-Se-

o

,..-- 4s

per 1H

M

psr 1M Is.
per 1N Is.
per 1H Is
per It! Ike

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building .
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
"I should think tt was about time
Residence Phone Main 384
that child had its teeth."
"But the poor thing is only fortj
MONUMENT. CO
years old."
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
WEAK BANK
23 Years Practical Experience.
W. Vf. BOWERS
E. A. JONES

Harvesters, Btoren, and Distributors J Hatmral fit, t FufU B3
Lastiac Qualities f Wales. Bare Made Las Teiaa riaaeM.
OFFICE

711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Z

JONES-BOWER-

a
couple came before a JuS'
tice of the peace to be married. The
young man handed him the marriage
license and the pair stood up before
him.
of God?'
"Join hands," said the justice.
"Tha WshoD answered with his
calm smile:
They did so and the Justice looked
at the document. Which authorized
'I think, madam, that all that mat
him to unite in matrimony Zachare- ters is what God thinks of me "
wlcs Perzynskl and Leokowards Jeu-Iinskl.
Must Not Marry.
"Ahem," he said. "Zacha-h'm-sk- i,
Br a vote of 70 to 30 the London
do you take this woman," etc.
county council decided that if the
"Yes, sir," responded the young
thre9 women physicians in the employ
man.
ot the council should marry they
do you take this
would no longer be eligible to their
man to be," etc.
ooeltlons. It was argued that a wom
"Yes, sir," replied the woman.
an can not attend to her family du.
I pronounce you man and
"Then
ties and public duties at the same
Saintly Pharaoh received a check
wife," said the justice, glad to find
time. Those who voted agalnBt dis O the Bank of the Red Sea.
qualifying married physicians pointed
Funnimann Yes and the bank must something he could pronounce, "and
out that many of the most successful bare busted, because immediately aft I heartily congratulate you both on
women teachers are married.
having reduced those two names to
f poor Pharaoh went under.
one."
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Have you gviest from out of town?
Did yoi entertain yoir friends?
iave ycm en item of interest ?

edvsoice information
on the happenings of the day?

Do you want
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IN OUR BAKERY

Bridge St

t

30 Cents

.

"For Her Child" .Thanhouser
Two-ree- l
Feature
Reliance
"Bobby's Plot"

t)l;....,.;..i..t.,H"l"l"l"..H"l"l";-;"l..l"I.-l--

Per Povnd

LOCAL

I

5 lbs. SL40

Sugar Cookies, Ginger Cookies,
Cocoanut Cookies, Drop Cookies,
Spice Cookies, Macaroons, Almond Kisses and Cocoanut
Kisses.

H

NEWS

ALL KINDS OF CAKES
Light automobile lamps fit
o'clock this evening.

7:46

We give special orders
diate attention.

Old Taylor vThisney and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

lbs. 2.75

Imme-

JOHN II, YORK

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

GROCER

I

Stearns' Store

AND

Mrs. Simon Hoffman has purchased
a Buick from the Las Vegas Motor

BAKER

Car company.

.

WE WISH

That we will leave for the East in a short time to purchase
a full line of Furniture, Carpets, Rugs and Complete
h
us to
If there la anything special
we will be glad to do so. "
House-furnishin-

pur-cha-

you-wis-

"

GUARANTEE
OF SATISFACTION
IN.
COME
PURCHASE.

"pJTj?

GOES WITH
'

Performs the same mission. Protect
yourself and others by Having one
Placed on your Car.

IT WILL NEVER FAIL YOU!
It operates without, the use

of Electricity. We
on
will place it
your Car and have it ready for use

IN FIVE MINUTES.
See

EVERY

"

PAGE SAMPLE FURNITURE CO.
507 Sixth Street
Phone Vegas 114

Not "Heavier Than Air 99
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, eta, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see bow
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but is worth
more as no other Id fully
equal to It Order a sack today-

j

H6e Las Vegas Roller Mills

Clearance Sale of Summer
Porch Furniture
Until Sold.
20

TO

25 PER CENT OFF

And remember, our goods are

priced right to begin with.

-

We also have a few refrigerators
left at Close out Prices.

J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON.

623625

Douglas Ave.
'riff

' HIT

Vi

MrWIMflT""1

IRES AND TUBES
Eor the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Ffske tires and everything neecf-e- d
Non-Ski- n

for the auto,
All

WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
FOR ITS PERFECTKESS

-

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

a

ing-lead-

will save you Dollars.

PLEDGES

.

Jefferson R"ynolds, President
S. B. Davis. Vice President.
HalJrt Reynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

todayIt

(Agents for the Buick)

Dir-k'in-

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

us

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

n

TLAMr
A

HAND CLAXTON

There will be installation of officers
of I. O. O. F. lodge this evening. All
members and visiting brothers are alleges that he refused towork and
urged to attend.
that she has been compelled to work
every day fo.r her own support and
at dinner to contribute toward his;. She asMrs. Green entertained
yesterday in honor of her father, H. H. serts she has been forced to pay large
Clossin, It being his SOth birthday. sums of money in settlement of debts
(Continued from Page One
guests was Mrs. contracted by him.
Among the
a; Soledad, where a small federal garJ. W. Ellis of Globe, Arizona.
rison made a successful resistance. The
federai commander at Orizaba, some
A plug was lost from the Continental
nearer the capital, refused to
distance
IN
WETS WIN OUT
oil wagon last Friday between the
grant the demand of a constitutionalist
Whalen garage and the car tracks on
officer that his men be given an hour
Douglas avenue. As the plug is of
in which to sack the city in return
PRIMARIES
TEXAS
no use except to the oil company they
for placing them under the command
would appreciate it greatly if. the findof a federal officer.
er would please return It,
The steamship Buenos Ayres, with
STATEWIDE PROHIBITION IS DEmany
BY
THOUTWENTY
political refugees from Mexico
FEATED
xold
on board, sailed today for Europe by
Evelyn Ji. Strong, the
SAND MAJORITY
daughter of Mr. and Mrs, John R.
way of New York.
n
......
Strong, of Ocate, died on July 24.
Dallas, Texas., July 27. Although
F.elyn was a devoted and lovable returns from Saturday's democratic
child, and though a sufferer most of primary are Incomplete from the folTWO CHILDREN DIE
her life, she never murmured. She
returns the submission of state
was laid to rest in the family burial lowing
wide prohibition was defeated by a
ground at Ocate on the twenty-fifth- .
IN HIGH WATERS
majority of from 15,000 to 20,000.
James
B. Fergusson of Temple,
Archie Talley was struck on the jaw
nominated for governor
this morning by a sledge hammer at
PURGATORIE
CARRIES
RIVER
to
40,000.
30,000
by
the round house. Santa Fe physician,
BODIES FAR DOWN STREAM
Renominated for congress: Second
Dr. Shaw, was called and dressed the
AND ONLY ONE FOUND
district Martin Dies; Third district-Ja- mes
wound. One of Talley's teeth was
Young; Fourth district Samuel
knocked out and his cheek was torn by
Trinidad, Cola, July 27 Two chilRayburn; Sixth district Rufus Hardy; dren
the blow.
of Pereio Ruiz, a ranchman, a
Seventh district A. W. Gregg; Eighth
of 6 and an Infant three weeks
boy
district
district Joseph Eagle; Ninth
were swept away and drowned
Through a misunderstanding it was
G. R. Burgess; Tenth district J. P. old,
announced Saturday night that the
in the high water of the Purgatorie
Eleventh district R, L.
Eiks would meet 'Saturday, Monday Buchanan;
near Hoehne late yesterday.
Thirteenth district J. H. Ha- river,
and Tuesday evenings. The meeting Henry;
The body of the former was found
Fourteenth district James L.
will be held tomorrow 'night at the vens;
this. morning lodged In tome brush
N.
Eiks home. Several candidates will be Slayden; Fifteenth district John
half a mile upstream and the body of
Sixteenth district W. R.
initiated into the secrets of the order Graner;
the baby has not been recovered.
Smith.
and Past Exalted Ruler McElroy will
Ruiz with his wife and
family of
Patton W. Summers, now congress- five
tell of the recent jubilee meeting of
children
to
cross1
attempted
the
man at large, was nominated for conthe Elks in Denver. All of the mem
stream in a light buggy. Struck
by
In the Fifth district.
gress
bers of the lodge are requested to be
the swollen current the buggy was
Four congressional districts are still
turned over, the child washed from
present at the meeting tomorrow night. in
doubt, the First and Twelfth dis the arms
of its mother and the entire
tricts, and two. congressmen at large.
family precipitated into the current.;
The funeral of M. M. McVeagJi, wEo In
the First district Congressman Hor Ruiz
saved the woman and three
dk'd in Topeka last Thursday, was held ace
Vaughn is leading for renomina- - children and reached shore
this morning from the J. C. Johnsen
exhausted.
ticn, and in the Twelfth, Congressman
and Son undertaking
parlors. The Oscar Callaway is leading. For con.
Rev. E. C. Anderson officiated and the
ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST
gressmen at large, the four leaders, J.
was
Letters remaining' uncalled for. for!
interred
Odd
the
at
Fellows H Davis, of Hopkins. Jeff DeMore. of
body
cemetery. There were many beautiful Houston, Daniel Garrett, of Harris me week ending July 27:
f
Miss Dixie M. Dixon, p. &
floral offerings. The following, old
county, and W. P. Lone hold the lead. Miss
Ruth Dinkle, Nlciblaa
time freinds of Mr. McVeagh's
and Davis and McLeMore have a command
Qiirule
C. W. House Cleo
members of the A. O. U. W.,xacted as
toward, Don JoEe
''
,.,
on
Andres
MontW-AntChris
pallbearers:
Wiegand, A. H.
' In the state offices, W. P. Hobby of
M(m
C. H. Baily, Henry
Rensing, T, Beaumont, is leading C. B. Sturgeon Miss VirgluU Naranjos--; MiBS vivlenne
M, Elwood and O. I;,
Gregory.
of Lamar county, for lieutenant gover Kilmer, TeJesfor Provinche, L. I.
y
s
nor by '5,000, with
of the
When tailing for the above letters
The special five reel feature film vote in.
that was shown at the Brown last The commissioner of agriculture, Earl please ask or "advertised letters."
E.V. LONG, P. M.
,
night and is to be repeated again to- W. Davis of Coke county, had a favornight is a marvel of motion picture able lead over II. A, Halbert of Cole"".ui-- n nuitL BURNS
..
wcrkmanship. The plot concerns two man county.
Springer, July 27.-F- irei
cations preparing to enter into a treaty
destroyed
the Springer hotel last
ana tne interest in this treaty by a
night Few
were
guests
at the hotel at the time
mira nation. me third nation se
the flames Imrst out and they
cures the aid of Protea, an adven
escaped.
The loss, amounting to
turess. Tile action of the film swings
approximately
12,000, is. covered
fully by insurance.
arounrd her as a center and the specThe fire was discovered at
tators are carried through a series of
o'clock. The origin could not
thrills and surprises that move even
be
he most .composed.
--

HUERTA

i

TECTION of Pedestrians.

The daily postn bulletin ;;ives a
postmasters
list of 33 presidential
P
and 82 fourth clasi postmasters
pointed on July 11.
in New
Among the new pas'.m.i-iterMexico are the names f William T.
Boswell at Hobbs and Zada May Wilson at Ora Grande.
In the rush of postoffice appointments on July 22 West Virginia drew
14, Indiana 9, Kentucky 4, Alabama 4.
Is is not time the committee in charge
of postoffice building construction become active and enlist our senators
and congressmen in an immediate effort to get action on the new federal
building for Las Vegas? There Is no
city in New Mexico that needs a new
postoffice building so much.
The fact that we have two postof-fice-s
Jess than half a mile apart, one
named Las Vegas and the other East
Las Vegas, is leading to great inconvenience. There can be no estimate
of the trouble, delay, lose and inconvenience caused by this condition.
The appropriation bill will soon be
before congress. .Delay now may retard work another year.

Cream Bread, Rye Bread, Whole
Wheat Bread, Graham Bread,
Homemade Bread, Pan Bread
and French Bread.

First Show Sta.rta a.t 7:45

THC RATTIC L CMItfC Warns with his Rat.
MIL UftllLL-Unmities. Nature suppli
ed them for the PRO- -

POSTOFFICE ITEMS

DEPARTMENT

TONIGHT
J

10

V

1914.

.

Rob-inso-

two-third-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
-

'

5F LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

r

In every department pf Banking ' we
are prepared to give the 'best

o

service

Word has

-

Interest Paid on

F1RF

r
Deposits
-

I

just reached Las Vegas

of the Mended (expenditure of sOihe

!f 7,000,000

iA

ffnfnements

by

tne

''

De

troit, Tflieai & Iron Mountain
road, ri which J. M. Kuril Is $rW-de&Mr. Kurn, who was ouca
of the Santa Fft tfr this
'place, has a host of friend here who
will be pleased to learn of his success with the astern road. It will
be remembered thai he rose from his
local position to te division superin
tendent and from that to be' general
superintendent 'of the Santa Fe lines,
and the road to which he has gone
is' to be congratulated on securing
man of guch manifest ability to guide
it In. its reorganization.
r.
rail-

v

nn?W-felfcnde-

(

I,

At Ike Dome o! tbe Best of Everything Eatable

The most wholesoir meat
for summer is CiUTTON.
The Best Mutton
u$ Veat
gas to be

ha

THE GRAfif

r

IIAYVARD CO.STORE

ACTRESS

I

SUE3 FOR DIVORCE
Chicago July 27. Suit for divorce
was filed, today by Mrs. Trixie Goet-tie- r,
known on the stage hs Trixie
Friganza, against Charles A. Goettler,
charging cruelty and cwitipport; She

Ws will clean free of charge

one pair of short gloves with
every garment
tl.50.

to

amounting

,

J

..

We cleah and dye plume.
We solicit your patronage.
Satisfaction guaranteed,

r.

I

,

EF

MM
Saved by Using

w

SELF RISING FLOUR

Quick tu ft Jot Diarrhoea
The mofct prompt and
effectual
cure for diarrhoea is Chamberlain'B
Colic, cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy.
.ucu given, aa soon as the first ur
--

'viateir

01

me

ttowelB

ar

pears one dos fs nearly, always sufficient to effed. a cur.. It should be
.
r.
bav,
sia naa ror URtant
UBe.
For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

".

WANTED Clean cotton rags
Oprto

45

Shares

of

PEOPLES BANK SIOCK

Address Box 5. Optic

Just Hies us up.
12

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

-

ASK FOR IT

i

offlca.

FOR SALE

LAUNDRY.

aEa.Vmg3338

fF3

11-3-

I IAS VEGAS STEAM

-

Wf9 9

An Optic Want Ad Will Get
What You Want

When You Want It

0

